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Abstract
We describe the implementation of Best, a tool for slicing binary code. We aim to integrate
this tool in a WCET estimation framework based on model checking. In this approach, program
slicing is used to abstract the program model in order to reduce the state space of the system.
In this article, we also report on the results of an evaluation of the efficiency of the abstraction
technique.
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1

Introduction

In the recent years, several works have explored techniques to statically estimate the worstcase execution times (WCET) of a program using model checking [10, 6, 4]. The most
important issue encountered when using model checking to perform WCET estimation is the
exponential size of the state space that must be exhaustively explored during the analysis [20].
To fight this problem, state-of-the-art model checking tools for dense timed systems such
as Uppaal [14] use powerful symbolic algorithms and data structures. It has been shown
that it allows to deal with small but realistic instances of the WCET problem [10, 6]. It
is expected that model checking technology will continue to improve in the coming years,
widening the range of instances that can be solved.
A different and complementary direction to deal with the explosion of the state space
consists in abstracting the models of the programs [4, 3] or the models of the hardware
components [5]. The idea is to remove the information which does not impact the WCET.
This work follows this direction, with a focus on the models of programs. In the continuation
of prior work [4] we explore the use of program slicing [19] at the level of the binary code to
abstract the model of the program.
In this paper we introduce Best, a program slicer for binary code. We describe its
architecture and implementation. We explain the interface between Best and Harmless [12],
a toolchain built around a Hardware Architecture Description Language (HADL). Thanks to
this interface, the core of Best is independent from the target instruction set of the binary
code. We also use Best and the Mälardalen benchmarks to show how to compute abstract
model of programs and report on the benefits that could be reached with this approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of related works.
In Section 3 we outline an approach to the estimation of WCET with model checking.
In Section 4 we provide a summary of program slicing. In Section 5 we describe the
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implementation of Best and its interface with Harmless. In Section 6 we report on an
evaluation of the abstraction approach using Best. In Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2

Related works and contribution

In the context of static WCET analysis, program slicing has been explored [17, 15, 4].
Program slicing is mostly used to accelerate the static analysis of flow facts [17, 15]. Our
goals are different, as well as the slicing technique. In contrast to our work, program slicing
is applied to structured programs at the source code level (or intermediate code level [17]).
Our tool works at the binary code level. As a positive side effect, it is independent from both
the programming language and the compiler. To our best knowledge, there is no established
tool for slicing non-x86 binary code and Best aims at filling this gap.
Our work is the continuation of previous work by Cassez and Béchennec [4]. In this work
they propose a prototype tool based on the classical dataflow equations approach [19] that
computes slices for ARM-based binary code. Unlike that, our tool is independent from the
target instruction set thanks to its interface with the Harmless toolchain. Furthermore, our
tool is based on a state-of-the-art graph-based approach [13]. We also provide an evaluation
focused on the benefits of the program abstraction technique.
Brandner and Jordan [3] propose a graph pruning technique to increase the precision of
static WCET estimation. Branches of the Control Flow Graph (CFG) are pruned based on
the criticality of their basic blocks. The criticality is defined as the normalized duration of
the longest path passing through the block [2]. According to the authors this approach is akin
to “program slicing in the time domain”. Based on this pruning approach, a refinement based
WCET calculation meta-algorithm is proposed. We do not address a full WCET analysis
in this paper. However, their technique could be combined with our approach to improve
WCET calculation. Such a combination should allow to further abstract the program in
order to deal with state space explosion.

3

WCET estimation using model-checking

WCET estimation can be reduced to a reachability problem in a network of timed automata [4].
The Uppaal tool that supports timed automata extended with bounded integer variables is
used to build the models, and to solve the reachability problem.
A model of the hardware is built where each architectural feature (pipeline(s), cache(s),
bus(es), memory, . . . ) is modeled by one or more timed automata. These automata are
synchronized through channels to model the actual hardware behavior. For instance the
automaton modeling the fetch stage of a pipeline is synchronized with the automaton
modeling the instruction cache which is synchronized with the automaton modeling the bus
and so on. The timings of the hardware are modeled by guards and clocks on some edges
of the automata. A simple model of a memory controller could be the timed automaton of
Figure 1. Notice that this model accounts only for the timing.
A model of the program is automatically built from the binary code. In this model,
each location corresponds to an instruction. An edge leaving a location corresponds to the
execution of the instruction. For conditional branches, two edges leave the location according
to the behavior of the branch (taken or not taken). Each edge is synchronized with the
automaton that models the instruction fetch so that it may only be fired if the hardware
fetches a new instruction. Memory locations are updated according to the semantics of the
instruction and to its advance in the pipeline. The model of the program has an initial state,
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MainMemStart?
t=0

MainMemEnd!
t == MAINMEMTRANS
t ≤ MAINMEMTRANS

Figure 1 Simple modeling of a memory using Uppaal. In the initial state (on the top left)
the memory waits for an access (MainMemStart synchronization channel). When the access is
requested, clock t resets and the automaton remains in the bottom right state until t reaches the
MAINMEMTRANS value. Then the memory returns to the initial state and notifies the end of the
memory access (MainMemEnd synchronization channel).

I, that corresponds to the entry point of the program and a final state, F , that corresponds
to the point at which the WCET has to be computed.
At last, a global clock x is used to measure the time. It is initialized at 0.
The WCET is then the largest value, max(x), of x when F is reached. max(x) can
be computed with a model-checker and the following reachability property R(T ): “Is F
reachable with x ≥ T ?”. If R(T ) is true and R(T + 1) is false then T is the WCET of the
program.
This approach is modular since the hardware and software models are built separately
and the hardware model does not depend on the software to check. No assumption is made
about the structure of the binary code generated by the compiler and the model of the
program is built automatically without need for annotations

Modeling the values stored in memory
Data stored in memory and registers – called a location in the remaining of the paper – and
used by the program can be either included in or abstracted away from the model. Each
location included in the model is associated with a bounded variable. When the program
accesses a location, the timing is computed by the models of the hardware. If the location
is included in the model, the associated variable is also read / written. If the location is
abstracted away, the data to be written is discarded and any read access returns the special
value ⊥.
On the one hand, every location included in the model adds a dimension to the state
of the system and thus contributes to the growth of the state space. On the other hand, ⊥
values can lead the model checker to explore paths that are not in the systems when they
impact a conditional branch instruction. Thus the problem is to automatically compute the
minimal set of locations that impact on the control flow of the program and that should be
included in the model. In this paper, we focus on this problem.

4
4.1

Program Slicing
Notations

Let I be a finite set of instructions. Let L be a totally ordered finite set of labels. A program
P is a finite subset of L × I such as ∀(l, i) ∈ P, (l, i0 ) ∈ P ↔ i = i0 . We denote V the set
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of variables of P . If we consider the program in Figure 2a, I is the subset of instructions of
the 32 bits PowerPC instruction set used by the program, L is the set of memory addresses
aligned on 4 bytes boundaries in the range [3000, 3034] and V is the set of memory locations
explicitly or implicitly used (i.e. {r1, r3, r8, r9, r10, lr, ctr}).
A basic block is a sequence of instructions of P with one entry point, its first instruction,
and one exit point, its last instruction. A basic block is maximal if it is not contained in any
other basic block. Let GP = hVP , EP , uGP , vGP i where VP is the finite set of maximal basic
blocks of P and EP ⊂ VP × VP is such that there is an edge between v1 ∈ VP and v2 ∈ VP if
and only if the first instruction of v2 can be executed immediately after the last instruction
of v1 in P . uGP ∈ VP and vGP ∈ VP are respectively the entry block and the exit block of P .
Then GP is the CFG of P .

4.2

General overview

Program slicing has been introduced by Weiser [19]. Weiser defines a program slice as an
executable program that is obtained from the original program by deleting zero or more
statements, computing the same values for a given subset of variables of the program. He
claims that a slice corresponds to the mental abstractions that people make when they are
debugging a program. The original formulation of program slicing proposed by Weiser is
based on iterative solutions of data-flow equations. Ottenstein and Ottenstein [16] were
the first to redefine slicing as a reachability problem in a dependence graph representation
of a program. They use a Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [8] for static slicing of
single-procedure structured programs. Efforts have been made to extend this approach to
unstructured programs [1, 13] and multiple-procedure programs [11, 13]. More details on the
topic can be found on the survey by Tip [18].
We consider in this section a toy example to highlight the slicing method. It is a
simple program that computes iteratively the first 30 values of the Fibonacci sequence
(Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2 , with F0 = 1 and F1 = 1). The code targets the PowerPC instruction
set. The program works as follow:
The _start label (Figure 2a, line 1) is the program entry point. It gets minimal startup
code that initializes the stack pointer r1 and calls the main at 3010 (Figure 2a, line 7). If
the main() function returns, it enters in an infinite loop (Figure 2a, line 5) ;
Figure 2a, lines 8 to 11 initialize the sequence. The loop is controlled by the dedicated
ctr counter register ;
Figure 2a, lines 13 to 16 are the instructions in the loop. r9 and r10 stores respectively
the current and the last value and are used to compute the next value (in r3).
A slice is computed with regards to a slice criterion C = hl, vi with l ∈ L a label and
v ⊆ V a set of variables. So, if we consider the program in Figure 2a and the slicing criterion
h3030, {ctr}i, i.e. the value of register ctr when the instruction pointer contains the address
3030, we obtain the slice shown in Figure 2b. Indeed, the instruction bdnz 3024 at address
3030 (Figure 2b, line 16) implicitly modifies the register ctr, ctr is set by mtctr r8 at 3018
(Figure 2b, line 10) and r8 is set by li r8,29 at 3010 (Figure 2b, line 8).
To compute a slice in binary code, we need to handle arbitrary control flows (as opposed
to control flow of structured programs) and inter-procedurality. In our use case, we must also
exclude the techniques that change the order of the instructions. Given all these constraints,
we have to use slicing techniques based on graph manipulations [13].
This approach is based on the computation of several graphs. The first one is the CFG
of the program. Figure 3a gives the CFG of fibcall-O2.elf. Then the Data Dependence
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00003000 < _start >:
3000: li
r1 ,1
3004: ori
r1 , r1 ,49296
<- r1 | 49296
3008: bl
3010
0000300 c < loop >:
300 c : b
300 c
00003010 < main >:
3010: li
r8 ,29
3014: li
r10 ,1
3018: mtctr r8
301 c : li
r9 ,1
3020: b
3028
3024: mr
r9 , r3
3028: add
r3 , r9 , r10
<- r9 + r10
302 c : mr
r10 , r9
3030: bdnz 3024
3034:

blr

; r1
; ri

<- 1

; call main
; branch
; r8 <; r10 <; ctr <; r9 <; branch
; r9 <; r3

29
1
r8
1
r3

; r10 <- r9
; ctr - - ,
; branch if ctr !=0
; return

(a) Dump of fibcall-O2.elf.
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00003000 < _start >:
3000: --3004: --3008: --0000300 c < loop >:
300 c : --00003010 < main >:
3010: li
r8 ,29
3014: --3018: mtctr r8
301 c : --3020: --3024: --3028: --302 c : --3030: bdnz
3024
3034: --

(b) Slice for C = h3030, {ctr}i.

Figure 2 Dump and slice of a binary executable.

Graph (DDG) and the Control Dependence Graph (CDG) are computed from the CFG.
The DDG captures data dependencies between instructions. Its nodes are the instructions
of P . There exists an edge between two nodes of the DDG when the source node does a
reaching definition of a memory location used by the target node. The CDG captures control
dependencies between basic blocks. Its nodes are the maximal basic blocks of P . There
exists an edge between two nodes of the CDG when the source node determines whether the
target node is executed or not.
After the DDG and the CDG, the next graph is the Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [8].
It is built by merging the DDG and the CDG. Node sets of the DDG and the CDG being
disjoint (nodes are instructions in the DDG and maximal basic blocks in the CDG), the PDG
gets its consistency from special edges that represent the belonging of a set of instructions to
a basic block. In summary, the PDG captures the belonging of set of instructions to basic
blocks, data dependencies at instruction level and control dependencies at basic block level.
Figure 3b gives the PDG of fibcall-O2.elf.
If P does not contain procedure calls, or if these calls are “inlined” when the CFG is built,
it is possible to compute slices on the PDG. The slice corresponding to a given criterion is
obtained by performing a backward reachability analysis. The slice is initialized with the
slice criterion. When an instruction in the slice is the target of a data dependence edge, the
source instruction is added to the slice. When an instruction in the slice belongs to a basic
block which is the target of a control dependence edge, the last instruction of the source
basic block is added to the slice. This procedure is iterated until a fixpoint is reached.
In Figure 3b, dashed, bold and solid edges represent respectively the belonging of a
set of instructions to a block, a control dependency between two basic blocks, and a data
dependency between two instructions. Considering once again the program in Figure 2a
and the slicing criterion h3030, {ctr}i, we obtain the slice shown in Figure 2b. Indeed,
the backward reachability analysis shows that the instruction at address 3030 has a data
dependency with the instruction at 3018 which has also a data dependency with the instruction
at 3010 and the basic block BB2 has no control dependency apart from the entry point.
Slicing the PDG is suboptimal for programs with procedure calls [13]. To overcome this
limitation, inter-procedural slicing techniques use a fourth graph, the System Dependence
Graph (SDG) [11]. To build the SDG, in a first step, the PDG of each procedure must be
built. In a second step, these PDGs are connected with call, parameter-in and parameter-out
edges to account for procedure calls and parameters passing. The slicing algorithm on the
SDG is based on two backwards analyses similar to the one used for the PDG. The first
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BB0
BB0

BB1

BB2

BB4

BB4

BB3

BB5

BB1

3008

BB3

(a) CFG of fibcall-O2.elf.

3014
3018

3000
3024

BB5

3010

300c

3004

BB2

3028
302c

3034

301c
3020

3030

(b) Simplified PDG of fibcall-O2.elf.

Figure 3 Dump and slice of a binary executable.

backward analysis does not follow parameters-out edges. It only adds to the slice instructions
up to the entry point. The second backward analysis does not follow call and parameter-in
edges. It adds to the slice all instructions down to the procedures output parameters. As a
result, unwanted dependencies to output parameters from called procedures are not added
to the slice.

4.3

Abstraction of programs for WCET estimation.

Program slicing has many use cases in software engineering. In this paper we want to compute
the set of memory locations that impact the WCET of a program. To determine this set of
locations we have to determine a suitable slicing criterion. This criterion is the set of pairs
hl, vi such that l is the label of a conditional branch instruction and v is the set of memory
locations read by this instruction. If we consider the program in Figure 2a, it has only one
conditional branch instruction: bdnz 3024 at address 3030. The branch is taken if the count
register ctr is not zero. So, to compute the locations that should be part of the state of the
model we have to compute the slice for the criteria {h3030, {ctr}i}. The set of variables used
either explicitly or implicitly by the initial program is {r1, r3, r8, r9, r10, lr, ctr}. The subset
of variables used in the slice is {r8, ctr} (see Figure 2b). Only these two registers have to be
included in the state of the model.
Let us underline that computing this slice gives us extra informations. For each register
in the slice, we also know which instructions impact its value at a given execution point. In
the general case, not all the instructions using a register in the slice are in the slice. Such
instructions must be processed as instructions using registers not in the slice. Their output
must not be written to the state. This allows to further reduce the number of states to
explore.

5

Implementation

Architecture
Our tool, Best for Binary Executable Slicing Tool, computes slices on binary executable
files. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.
The decoding and interpretation of the binary files relies on a library generated by the
Harmless toolchain [12]. Harmless is an Hardware Architecture Description Language
that is used to model a whole processor. In this study, we are only interested in the model
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Program

BEST
Binary
executable

HARMLESS
C++

Instruction
set interface
module
decoder and
interpreter

C++/LEMON

CFG
reconstruction

UPPAAL
and
Dot file
Base model

Program
slicing

UPPAAL
and
Dot file
Abstracted
model

Figure 4 Structure of the tool.

of the instruction set. The Harmless compiler is primarily designed to generate either
functional or cycle accurate simulators. We re-targeted it to extract static information of the
instruction set. The library generated from Harmless can read a binary file (.elf format
in our case) and give information about each instruction such as:
the instruction mnemonic;
the memory locations that are read by the instruction;
the memory locations that are written by the instruction;
is the instruction a branch instruction? is it a conditional branch? what is its target (if it
is statically defined)?
In this study we have used only the PowerPC instruction set, but Best is not architecturedependent, thanks to this library.
Using this library, Best does a CFG reconstruction from a PowerPC binary executable
file. Then it applies program slicing to compute the set of memory locations that should be
in the model. The main output is an abstract model of the program that can be used to solve
the WCET estimation problem with Uppaal. For validation and visualization purposes,
the different models built along the computation can be exported as graphs or as timed
automata in the Uppaal format [14].
Best is distributed in open-source1 . To the best of our knowledge, there is no established
program slicing tool for non-x86 binary code, especially in open-source. Best aims to fill this
gap. It is implemented in C++. Apart from Harmless it relies on the graph manipulation
library Lemon [7].

Limitations and Future work
The current version of Best has different limitations that we want to break in the near future.
First, the computation of the abstraction is limited to the register file. The other levels of
memory (stack words, all other parts of the volatile memory and non-volatile memory) are
automatically excluded from the model. It will be straightforward to take into account the
other levels by extending the technique used for the register file. The first step will be the
analysis of the stack frame. Being able to track data dependencies between memory and
registers through stack loads and stores will produce a more accurate model of the binary
executable, and so more accurate WCET estimations.
The second limitation is the limited support for programs with multiple procedures. The
slice is currently computed on the PDG. It is not much of hard work to build the SDG and

1

Available at https://github.com/TrampolineRTOS/BEST.
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Table 1 Ratio of registers (resp. instructions) in slice compared to the unsliced program.
Registers in slice
Min
Max.
Std. dev.

Instructions in slice
Min
Max.
Std. dev.

Compiler

Optim.

Gcc

-O0
-O1
-O2
-O3

61.8%
64.6%
64.3%
62.8%

43.7%
19.1%
13.3%
9%

78.9%
87.5%
92.9%
96.4%

8.8%
13.6%
20.3%
21.7%

21.6%
36.7%
37.8%
34.7%

1.7%
3.24%
2.9%
0.4%

43.2%
67.9%
72.5%
72.2%

8.9%
10.2%
15.7%
18%

Cosmic

-no
default

40.5%
37%

8.6%
2.8%

86.7%
66.7%

16.6%
15.8%

34%
37%

1.9%
2.8%

60.2%
66.7%

15.2%
15.8%

Avg.

Avg.

adapt the slicing algorithm because Best has been designed on structures and algorithms
intended to produce inter-procedural slices. The main benefit of inter-procedural slicing
resides on a more accurate slicing of procedure parameters i.e. even smaller slices.

6

Experimental results

We have conducted experiments to measure the reduction of the set of memory locations
that must be included in the model. Given the current restriction of Best, we have focused
on the registers. To do so, Best outputs the following information for each program:
the number of registers used either explicitly or implicitly and the number of instructions
in the original program ;
the number of registers used either explicitly or implicitly and the number of instructions
in the sliced program (using the slicing criterion defined in Section 4).
We used the Mälardalen WCET benchmarks [9] to generate the programs. We had to
exclude certain programs to account for the current limitation of our tool: program containing
floating point arithmetic or switch-case statements and recursive programs.
We used the library generated by the Harmless compiler from a description of a PowerPC
e200z4 core based on the 32 bits PowerPC instruction set. This architecture includes 32
general purpose registers (r0, r1, . . . , r31) and 5 dedicated registers (cr, xer, lr, ctr, pc).
We used two different compilers: Gcc 5.3.1 and Cosmic C 4.3.7. For a given compiler, the
generated binary may be very different according to the optimizations. For instance without
optimization Gcc generates code where local variables are loaded from and stored to the
stack frame each time they are used, whereas in higher optimization levels local variables are
allocated in registers. Thus we created different program versions for each optimization level
offered by each compiler (4 levels for Gcc and 2 levels for Cosmic C).
All in all, we created 6 versions of each of the 16 Mälardalen benchmarks fitting our
constraints and we ran Best on these 96 programs. Due to space limitations the detailed
results are provided online2 . The results are summarized in Table 1 and 2. Table 1 gives
the ratio of registers and instructions in the slice compared to the original program. Table 2
gives the number of registers in the slice. It is not meaningful to compare our results with
pior work [4] because we consider a different instruction set and different compilers (or at
least compiler version for Gcc). We do not comment either on the execution time of Best
that were below one second in every case.

2

Available at https://github.com/TrampolineRTOS/BEST.
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Table 2 Average number of registers in slice.

-O0
8.8

Gcc
-O1
-O2
13
11.8

-O3
12.1

Cosmic
-no
default
11.9
12

These results confirm that slicing is an effective abstraction technique for our use case.
It allows a significant reduction of the number of variables that should be included in the
model (reduction of the dimension of the state space) as well as the number of instructions
the output of which should be taken into account (reduction of the number of states to
explore). As expected, the best results are obtained for programs with very simple control
flow, namely fdct.c and jfdctint.c, whereas the worst results are obtained for programs
with nested control statements and procedure calls , namely ndes.c and adpcm.c. However,
let us underline that the structure of the source code is not always the dominant factor. For
some programs, it appears that the compiler (version and/or optimization) has more impact
on the capacity of the program slicer to abstract the binary. Example of such programs are
expint.c and fir.c.

7

Conclusion

This article describes the working principles of a tool that computes abstract models of binary
executables to be processed by a WCET estimation toolchain based on model checking. Our
tool uses program slicing to compute the set of memory locations of the program that have
an impact on the WCET of the program. The content of these memory locations is tracked
in the abstract model of the program whereas the content of the other ones is abstracted
away. A first prototype has been implemented and evaluated. The evaluation has been
performed on the Mälardalen benchmarks using two compilers for the PowerPC architecture
with varying optimization levels. On average, 41% of the registers can be abstracted. This is
a promising result.
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